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Recent studies have revealed that chiral phonons resonantly excited by ultrafast laser pulses carry
magnetic moments and can enhance the magnetization of materials. In this work, using first-principles-
based simulations, we present a real-space scenario where circular motions of electric dipoles in ultrathin
two-dimensional ferroelectric and nonmagnetic films are driven by orbital angular momentum of light via
strong coupling between electric dipoles and optical field. Rotations of these dipoles follow the evolving
pattern of the optical field and create strong on-site orbital magnetic moments of ions. By characterizing
topology of orbital magnetic moments in each 2D layer, we identify the vortex type of topological texture—
magnetic merons with a one-half topological charge and robust stability. Our study thus provides
alternative approaches for generating magnetic fields and topological textures from light-matter interaction
and dynamical multiferroicity in nonmagnetic materials.
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Spin, as an intrinsic angular momentum of electron,
possesses a magnetic dipole moment and has no counterpart
in classical mechanics [1]. Spin can be in one of two states,
corresponding to either an “up” or “down” magnetic field,
leaving it as the main source of ferromagnetism. As a
contrast, orbital angular momentum of electrons, resem-
bling orbital motion of classical charges, contributes to
another part of the magnetic dipole moment. The definition
of orbital angular momentum has gone beyond the motion
of electrons and been extended to other charged systems,
such as rotating molecules [2,3].
Recently, many efforts have been made in studying

effective magnetization caused by ionic motions in solids:
as a duality to electric polarization induced by spatially
varying spin textures [4,5], emergent magnetization results
from the temporally varying electric polarization M ∝ P ×
∂tP [6–11]. Such dynamical polarization can be produced
by driving collective motions of ions, usually termed as
“phonons” in solid-state language. The cross product
between P and its time-derivative ∂tP further requires ions
to move on a closed orbit and to carry an orbital angular
momentum, and that corresponds to chiral or circularly
polarized phonons [12–17]. In reciprocal space, chiral
phonons are located at high symmetry points either at the
center or the boundary of the Brillouin zone [14,17–20]. At
the zone center, chiral phonons exist as a superposition of
two orthogonal, degenerate phonon modes; while at the
zone edges, recent experiments show that nondegenerate
chiral phonons are observed in crystals with hexagonal
symmetries [14,19].
Moreover, numerous studies show that light can control

the magnetization in crystals by driving optical phonon

modes and tuning structural distortions [21–28]. At the
zone center, infared (IR)- and Raman-active modes, related
to electric polarization and polarizability, respectively, can
be excited with an ultrafast terahertz (THz) laser pulse.
Specifically, a degenerate chiral phonon can be excited by a
circularly polarized light [17,29]. At the zone edge, chiral
phonon is not permitted to be excited by light, due to the
large mismatch between momenta of phonons and photons.
Recent studies predicted and demonstrated that cerium
trihalides are capable of generating strong effective mag-
netic fields by exciting chiral phonons with circularly
polarized THz pulses [28,30].
In this work, we propose an alternative approach to

induce effective magnetic field established on the mecha-
nism of dynamical multiferroicity. Instead of focusing on
coherently excited chiral phonons, we drive circular
motions of ions with a particular type of light—optical
vortex (OV) beam. Such light carries an orbital angular
momentum (OAM) [31–33], and can exert OAM to
manipulate the motion of microparticles as an optical
tweezer [34–36]. Here we demonstrate that OAM can be
transferred from the light to the motion of ions via the
coupling between electric dipoles and optical field. As a
prototype example, we use first-principles-based simula-
tions and demonstrate that in ultrathin ferroelectric
PbðZr;TiÞO3 films, microscopic electric dipoles indeed
rotate with the time-varying OAM field. As a result, orbital
magnetic moments of ions are effectively generated result-
ing in a non-negligible magnetic field even in nonmagnetic
materials. This differs from previously proposed mecha-
nisms in that in a confined system, the real-space circular
motion of ions at each site directly follows the pattern of the
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optical field, rather than move along the phonon eigenvec-
tors. Here the resulting displacements have much larger
amplitudes than the displacements caused by phonons,
which result in much larger dynamical magnetic moments.
This largely broadens the range of candidate materials
restricted by crystal symmetry as well as light frequencies,
so that the effect of dynamical multiferroicity can be tuned
more freely. More intriguingly, at specific times, micro-
scopic magnetic moments on a single layer of this quasi-2D
system are arranged in a vortex-type configuration, proving
topological magnetic structures—magnetic merons—can
also be produced out of orbital magnetic moments of ions
and dynamical multiferroicity.
We perform first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian

(Heff ) molecular dynamics (MD) calculations to conduct
this time-dependent study [37,38]. Heff represents low-
order energy expansions in structural distortions relative to
a highly symmetric configuration, and it depends on the
following specific variables: local soft mode ui where i
refers to the atomic site index, homogeneous strain tensor η,
and inhomogeneous strain variable vi. All parameters of
Heff are fitted from first principles from calculations,
especially for the acoustic phonon and soft optical phonon
branches that are most responsible for structural distortions
during phase transitions. The effect of external electric field
Eðr⃗Þ is incorporated by including a −

P
pi · Ei term in the

Heff energy [39,40], where pi is the local electric dipole
moment that is directly proportional to the local soft mode
ui by a factor of Born effective charge Z�. The effective
Hamiltonian has been well developed for PbðZr;TiÞO3

systems and has made a series of successful predictions
about topological structures and phase transitions, which
were then confirmed by experiments [41–49]. Here, we
model PbðZr0.4Ti0.6ÞO3 (PZT) ferroelectric ultrathin films
grown along the [001] direction with an 80 × 80 × 8

supercell, which is periodic along the two in-plane direc-
tions [100] and [010] but finite along the out-of-plane [001]
direction with one substrate layer (layer 1) on the bottom
and two vacuum layers on the top (layers 7, 8). Note that
the local heating effect from field with large amplitudes
could also reshape the structural textures, but at a much
slower speed [50,51]. Furthermore, with a current set of
parameters, we estimate the increasing temperature brought
by the OV beam and find that the heating effect is
negligible (see Supplemental Material [52], which includes
Refs. [53–81]).
The OV beam is introduced as the lowest order (l ¼ 0) of

the “Laguerre-Gaussian” mode [31,82], and the electric
field is written as

E⃗ðr⃗; tÞ ¼ E0

 ffiffiffi
2

p
ρ

w

!jmj
e−

ρ2

w2
�
cosðmϕ − ωtÞe⃗x

− σ sinðmϕ − ωtÞe⃗y
�
: ð1Þ

In the equation above, e⃗x and e⃗y are two light polarization
vectors pointing along the [100] and [010] in-plane
directions, respectively. E0 and ω denote the magnitude
and frequency of the electric field, respectively; consid-
ering the response time of electric dipoles is typically at
the picosecond level, we set ω ¼ 1 THz, and we chose
E0 ¼ 18 × 109 V=m. ρ and ϕ are radial distance and
azimuth angle in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z), and
w is the beam width at the wavefront z ¼ 0; considering
the dimension of the system, we set w ¼ 7 unit cells (u.c.).
The integer m and σ characterize the phase twist of the
field and the handedness of the polarization, correspond-
ing to orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively.
Their product −m · σ gives the winding number of the
field [83]. In this work, we choose σ ¼ 1 and m ¼ −1. We
describe other computational details and explain the
feasibility of designing such optical field in experiment
in the Supplemental Material [52].
Figure 1(a) illustrates the interaction between the OV

beam and the PZT films. The light is normally incident onto
the (001) plane, and we let the beam pass through the center
of the plane. In contrast with linearly and circularly polarized
lights for which the polarized electric field has a line-shape
profile, the electric field of the OV beam at thewavefront has
a circular shape; also, the field vector E⃗ðr⃗; tÞ changes its
orientation with both azimuth angle ϕ and time t. According
to Eq. (1), the factor ρe−ðρ2=w2Þ dictates that, along the radial

FIG. 1. Illustration of ferroelectric PZT films illuminated by
OV beam. (a) OV beam with a helical wavefront is normally
incident on PZT films. Current loops form at each site due to the
rotation of electric dipoles, which induce emergent magnetic
moments (black arrows pointing up). (b) The distribution of in-
plane components of local soft mode vectors ux;y (denoted by
arrows) on each site (gray sphere) at t ¼ nT after the system
establishes cyclic motion. We draw polar coordinates with its
origin coinciding with the center of the (001) plane to denote the
thin film plane and three circles in radius of 0.5w, w, and 2w,
colors of which indicate the variation of the E field intensity
along the radial direction. The bottom part depicts the change of
the dipole’s orientation with time at a selected site.
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direction, the field intensity EðρÞ first increases and then
decreases.
The initial configuration in PZT film without OV beam

is a homogeneously polarized state (i.e., a monodomain)
due to good screening and compressive misfit strain, where
all electric dipoles are aligned and point down with out-of-
plane pz components. After turning on the light and when
the cyclic dynamics is well established, the local soft
modes develop an in-plane component ux;yðr⃗; tÞ parallel to
the local Ex;yðr⃗; tÞ. Such local in-plane polarization is due
to the −P · E coupling and appears in addition to the
original pz component reminiscent of the original poled
domain. As an example, Fig. 1(b) illustrates that at the
moment t ¼ nT (where n is an integer and T is the period
of the OV beam), ux;yðr⃗Þ exhibits a divergent distribution
pattern with all ux;yðr⃗Þ directed radially outward, similar to
the synchronous distribution of Ex;yðr⃗Þ on the film’s plane.
As demonstrated in the bottom part of Fig. 1(b), at each
site, ux;yðr⃗; tÞwill rotate in an anticlockwise way following
the evolution of Ex;yðr⃗; tÞ. In the classical point-charge
model [3,84], individual rotating electric dipole induces
the current loop formed at each site. This rotation produces
microscopic magnetic moments and these latter overall add
up to a macroscopic magnetic field [see illustration in
Fig. 1(a)].
Figure 2 shows plots of ux;yðtÞ versus time at character-

istic sites. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show ux;yðtÞ of sites at
ϕ ¼ 0° and 180° [namely, the x axis of the coordinates
displayed in Fig. 1(b)]: both ux;yðtÞ at sites 7 u.c.(1w) and
4 u.c.(0.5w) from the center display sine or cosine pattern
with close amplitudes, resulting from similar electric field
magnitudes at these two distances. The periodicity is 1 ps
consistent with the frequency of 1 THz OV beam, and the
initial displacement of ux;y at t ¼ 2 ps is settled by the
azimuth angle ϕ. Note the maxima or minima of ux;yðtÞ
have a 0.05 ps delay relative to the maxima or minima of
local Ex;yðtÞ due to the response time of electric dipole to
local field. At sites 14 u.c.(2w) from the center, periodic
profiles of ux;yðtÞ deviate from the sine or cosine pattern
with largely reduced amplitudes, indicating that at small
local field, ux;yðtÞ do not closely follow Ex;yðtÞ. According
to symmetry, by interchanging ux ↔ uy, ux;yðtÞ of sites at
ϕ ¼ 90° and 270° [the y axis of the coordinates displayed in
Fig. 1(b)] in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are just replica of Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), only up to a shift of 0.5 ps to compensate the phase
difference. These mode displacements indicate that the
winding pattern and orbital angular momentum are indeed
transferred from light to local soft modes owing to their
mutual couplings.
Now we start to analyze the effective magnetic field from

the rotation of local soft modes or, equivalently, electric
dipoles. Enlightened by previous derivations about the
magnetic moment induced by steady current, moving

charges and circular phonons [3,84], the on-site orbital
magnetic moment is given by

mi ¼
Z�e
2

ui ×
dui
dt

; ð2Þ

where e is the elementary charge of the electron (see
Supplemental Material [52] for detailed derivation). This
equation can be directly used in the effective Hamiltonian
approach to compute microscopic mi.
Histograms in the Supplemental Material [52] show that

at all times, on-site mi are distributed in the range of
5 × 10−8 ∼ 3 × 10−3μB. By approximating Bi by μ0mi=V,
where V is the volume of the unit cell and μ0 is the vacuum
permeability, and summing over all sites in the system, we
compute the z component of the effective magnetic field
BzðtÞ and plot it versus time in Fig. 2(e). As BzðtÞ ∼ uðtÞ2,

FIG. 2. (a)–(d) The variation of ux;yðr⃗; tÞ at different sites with
time. In accordance with the coordinates displayed in Fig. 1(b),
ux;y associated with 6 sites on the x axis of the coordinates are
shown in (a),(b), while ux;y associated with 6 sites on the y axis
are shown in (c),(d). In the legend, the “þ” and “−” signs denote
whether sites are located on the positive or negative side of the
axes, respectively. “xw” (x ¼ 0.5×; 1×; 2×, and w is the beam
radius of 7 u.c.) denotes the distance from the site to the center.
ux;y is in the unit of lattice constant (3.99 Å as 1 u.c.). (e) The
effective magnetic field generated in the PZT system illuminated
by the OV beam.
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the frequency is doubled and it has a period about 0.5 ps.
The magnitude of the total magnetic field varies between
0.55T and 0.65T, much more dramatic compared to the
dynamical magnetic field from a moving charged domain
wall where the magnetic moment and magnetic field per
cell is 2.5 × 10−5μB and 4.5 μT, respectively [80]. We note
that a very recent work studied dynamical multiferroicity in
SrTiO3 illuminated by circularly-polarized THz field and
reported a simulation value of mi around 0.01μB [28],
larger than the maximal mi in our calculation. Though with
different origins, both works demonstrate that generating
strong magnetic field with dynamical multiferroicity via
THz light is feasible.
In contrast to BzðtÞ, the net in-plane magnetic field

Bx;yðtÞ vanishes, owing to a symmetric distribution of
miðtÞ within each plane. As an example, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)
display full in-plane views of the mx;y distribution at time
3.3 ps on layer 2 and layer 6, respectively. Both layers
present vortex ring structures with left-hand circulation, and
mx;y spans a full 360° when it goes along ϕ for a full circle.
Nevertheless, the vortex on layer 6 is divergent with the
centralmx;y pointing outwards, while the vortex on layer 2 is
convergent with central mx;y pointing inwards. As revealed
in our previous study [85], the out-of-plane component of
electric dipoles pz vary with time as an electrostatic
response to the time-varying px;y: at time 3.3 ps, all layers
have negative pz and share a similar anticlockwise pattern
for px;y, while layer 2 has negative dpz=dt but layer 6 has
positive dpz=dt in the central region. Mutual products
between dpz=dt and px;y, and between dpx;y=dt and dpz

induce magnetic merons with their configuration differing
between different layers. Figure 3(c) gives a section view
when the system is cut through y ¼ 40, and it presents mx
and mz at sites on the x axis for all five layers. With an
increasing ρ, mx decreases while the out-of-plane mz
develops to be the major component; for ρ larger than
7 u.c.(w), mz starts to decrease, and mi becomes much
smaller at sites 14 u.c.(2w) from the center. The positive mz
at each site and the chirality of vortices are settled by the
left-hand polarization of the light and the counterclockwise
rotating px;y.
We characterize the topology of magnetic vortex ring on

each layer, by computing the Pontryagin charge density ρsk
and then integrating it over the full plane:

Nsk ¼
Z

ρðr⃗Þd2r⃗¼
Z

1

4π
n⃗ðr⃗Þ ·

�
∂n⃗ðr⃗Þ
∂x

×
∂n⃗ðr⃗Þ
∂y

�
d2r⃗; ð3Þ

where n⃗ðr⃗Þ is the normalized magnetic moment vector at
site r⃗. Note at some sites, especially far from the center, mi
are several orders of magnitudes smaller compared to mi
within beam radius; therefore, we round up each compo-
nent ofmi at an accuracy of 10−5μβ, so thatmi smaller than

the threshold value are excluded in contributing to field
topology.
The computed topological charge Nsk is 0.5 for all five

layers at 3.3 ps, consistent with direct observation in
Figs. 3(a)–3(c) that mi on each layer cover the whole
hemisphere in three-dimensional order parameter space.
This demonstrates that “meronlike” objects, as one half of
skyrmions, are created [86–89]. Distinguished from spin
magnetic moment and asymmetric magnetic exchange
interactions, where usually merons and antimerons appear
in pairs [90–93], here antimerons in the shape of anti-
vortex and with an opposite charge Nsk ¼ −0.5 are not
observed; also, the merons do not emerge from a uniform
background field.

FIG. 3. (a) In-plane view of the magnetic moment configuration
on layer 2 at t ¼ 3.3 ps, with arbitrary units. The horizontal and
vertical axes denote the site number along the x and y directions,
respectively. In-plane arrows denote mx;y and the color denotes
mz. (b) Similar to (a), but on layer 6 at t ¼ 3.3 ps. (c) Section
view of the magnetic moment configuration in the y ¼ 40 plane
at t ¼ 3.3 ps. The horizontal and vertical axes denote the site
number along the x direction and the layer number along the
z direction, respectively. The arrows denote mx and mz compo-
nents. (d) Topological charge density map ρsk on layer 2 at
t ¼ 3.3 ps. (e) Spherical triangles set by three orbital magnetic
moments mi on sites (40, 40), (41, 40), and (41, 41), respectively.
Vertices S1, S2, and S3 are projections of three mi on the sphere.
An enlarged in-plane view of these moments are presented in the
inset. (f) The variation of topological number N with time for
each layer during 3–4 ps.
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The distribution of ρsk on layer 2 is shown in Fig. 3(d),
and we identify a sharp charge density peak localized at the
center. In a discrete lattice model, ρsk is computed as the
area of spherical triangle whose vertices are projected field
vectors at three neighboring sites [81]. The large ρsk at the
center corresponds to a swirling configuration where mx;y

at site (40, 40) are almost antiparallel tomx;y at site (41, 41)
along the diagonal [110] direction, and are almost orthogo-
nal tomx;y at site (41, 40) [andmx;y at (40, 41)], as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(e). When unit vectors of m1, m2, and m3

(orm1,m3, andm4) are projected onto the surface of the 3D
sphere [Fig. 3(e)], great arcs passing these vertices enclose
spherical triangles with large area and result in large ρsk, as
shown in Fig. 3(e).
We also compute topological charges Nsk at other

times and plot them in Fig. 3(f). Stabilities of magnetic
merons and Nsk ¼ 0.5 for all five layers are well main-
tained between 3.15–3.35 and 3.6–3.85 ps, while between
3.0–3.1 and 3.5–3.55 ps, Nsk for some layers deviate from
0.5 slightly. Interestingly, Nsk of layer 6 at 3.4–3.45 ps and
Nsk of layer 2 at 3.9–3.95 ps significantly differ from 0.5.
As revealed in the Supplemental Material [52], this is
associated with more than one sharp ρsk peak and swirling
configuration of mi residing at different places within the
layer. Since mi originates from variation of electric dipoles
pi, this demonstrates that at these moments, local pi vary
differently at interfacial layers compared to other layers.
Note that ferroelectric skyrmions only form at layer 2 and
layer 6 and the inversion of pz occurs when Nsk of the
respective layer is far from 0.5 [85]. We present the detailed
variation of pi resolved on each layer in the Supplemental
Material [52].
In conclusion, using first-principles-based atomistic

methods, we demonstrate that magnetic fields can be
induced in ferroelectric but nonmagnetic PZT ultrathin
films under illumination by an optical vortex beam. Orbital
angular momentum is transferred from the optical field to
local soft modes, and rotations of electric dipoles produce
loop current and the resultant orbital magnetic moment of
ions. We further identify formation of magnetic merons by
characterizing orientations of magnetic moments on differ-
ent layers. Our study compliments the frequently dis-
cussed “excitations of chiral phonon” as an alternative way
to put dynamical multiferroicity into practice. In experi-
ment, the dynamical multiferroicity induced in PZT thin
films can be quantified by measuring the time-resolved
Kerr ellipticity [28,30], while the induced magnetic
merons can be visualized by Lorentz transmission electron
microscopy [94–97].
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